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Government

ensure that

een s s e ependence Ghana has

2 s 1957 saw Ghana

a ed the British

A number and balances were erted to

erests which the colonial government thought

needed protection were not overridden simple parliamentary

major ies. Thus matters affecting Chieftaincy that institution

believed to embody the traditions and culture of our people 5

could not be legislated on by the normal parliamentary process.

The proposal requ ed approval by the House of Chiefs before

Parliament could finally pass on The Constitution itself

could be changed ln some aspects by a two-thirds majority of the

whole legislature but in s vital provisions only after the

approval of two-thirds of all five Regional Assemblies had been

secured and Parliament had passed the proposal by the two~thirds

maJor The issue then as after was power:

the cou reside. s was clothed

whom should

an argumen-t

over whether a unitary or federal system of Government was the

most appropriate for the country. The Convention People s

Party (C.P.P. , the party power headed by Kwame Nkrumah

advocat the unitary system. The opposition parties which

po sed round the National Liberation Movement (N.L.M. of

Kofi Busia with degrees of faith advocated the federal

ion. was understandable that the N.L.M. should favour

eralism. Those were the days of the cocoa boom. And the

major share of the cocoa~ and therefore the country s wealth

was produced in Ashanti the heart land of Ghana, and the power

base of the NLM.

Though the Constitution left us by the British was unitary, a

large measure of the safeguards for example the Regional

Assemblies and the amendment procedures were designed to meet the

expressed fears of the federalist oriented opposition parties.

Ghana was born a Const tional monarchy. The monarch was the

Br ish Queen. She had to act on the advice of her first black

minister. Nkrwnah was not on first in point of time but in

this respect first also in pre~eminence. Parliament proceeded,

as far as the context would admit on the Westminster model with

Her Majesty's loyal opposition ranged across the aisle facing the

Government in the Parliamentary chamber. The legal system we

inherited \~as a mixture of the English common law~ some ancient

English statutues that is those of general application England
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1874

mod

the date we got a High established

the 1 ord~LL~o"oyes ssed

on

vapJ.ous legis

customary Law .

example v;as

lve bodies we had had the country and oup own

The whole of our Criminal law and procedure} for

independence based on local statutes, the

Where there was the local

of the required vintage

simple, Quite often the

Criminal Code and the Criminal Procedure Code,

ordinance or an English Statute

point, the matter was relatively

question, as far as the English statutes

were concerned was to identify the statute then to demonstrate

that it was of general application England before July 1874

This was no easy t e.sk not only wer-e the English statute books

from Norman times to 'the 19-th c errtur-y d icult to get at ln

Ghana they were tedious to search through. And when after all

your effort you have found a relevant statute you have to answer

the question whether that statute whether passed the 16th or

17th century was of general application in England ln July

1874, Often a difficult test to satisfy.

Outside the field of statute law the question was which system

of law prevailed the English common law or our own customary

law? Customary law applied largely to land tenure marriage and

divorce and inheritance, But even in these areas was not

exclusive, Inroads had been made by ideas imported from England,

The English device of leases was widely adopted, monogamous

marriages wepe contracted and wills could always be made to defeat

the expec"tations of the family under customary law of inheritance.

Not only was the law a mixture of the local and the foreign. The

system of administration of justice was the same There was a

dual Court System one set of courts developed from our Chiefs

Courts, and now under the Minister of Local Government adminis

tration~the customary la'Ns ,while the o-ther based on the English

system headed by a Chief Justice and \~ith administrative

responsibility placed on the Minister responsible for Justice

- received law, Even here the boundaries of

jurisdiction were not clear the English type courts were

increasingly dealing with customary matters and therefore vlidening

their jurisdiction at the expense of the purely customary courts
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The best reason I have heard for this exclusion is that

s always sed lssues so

get on without them,

was better for laymen to

The task which faced Nkrumah was one of moulding the nation

together the rationalisation of the numerous interests and the

preparation of the country for economic development. Outside

Ghana, he saw his mission as the total liberation of Africa and

s political unity. In both these tasks he found the

independence constitution a stumbling block. The built~in

checks and balances made Government very slow. To seek the

views of a number of Houses of Chiefs and the approval of Reg

al Assemblies on every major issue is to delay action in such

important matters. No doubt this was intended by the parents of

the Constitution as a precautionary measure against overhasty

and I-considered action. But to a young country feeling left

behind in most things and rearing to go ahead this was an

intolerable imposition. Other aspects of the Constitution

presented problems. Take the ambiguous constitutional position

whi.c h made the Queen Ghana act against the same Queen in

South Africa or Rhodes For it will be recalled that South

Africa was then also a monarchy wi. th the Commonwealth and

lan Smith and UDI in Rhodesia were not yet dreamt of Every

action taken by Ghana against these two minority regimes amounted

to the Queen acting against herself. However understandable this

was to the subtle mind of the English Constitutional lawyer, it

was difficult to bring home to the ordinary Ghanaian.

A large part of the effort of Nkrumah s Government as a result

was devoted to circumventing and finally replacing this

independence Constitution. The opposition parties miscalculated

in boycotting the elections for the Regional Assemblies which when

established appeared to have the teeth given them by the

Constitution drawn The C P.P. won practically all seats ln these

semblies The party oceeded to use the Regional Assemblies
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the almost total CPP representation to amend the

Const tut to aboli t elves thus S..LHLU..L..L-L

const amendment procedure, path was now clear

major consti nal changes, But before dealing the first

Republ an Constitut two measures passed at s time

which had far reaching consequences ought to be mentioned. One

was the Avoidance of Discrimination Act, the other the Prevent e

Detention Act.

The influence of the Avoidance of Discrimination Act was all to

the good Before it there were several political parties based

on tribal, sectarian or religious interests. Ghana, as you well

know, is a geographical ent made up of several tribes. Apart

from English, which is the icial language, every news em

has to be broadcast 1n six tribal languages to ga the necessary

coverage. There aT'e substantial numbers of Christians Moslems

and tribal religious of all sorts. Nothing is more difficult to

cope with in the building of a young unified nation than to have

these divisive forces to contend with politically. TheiT' appeal

is emotional and often irrational; their tactics in-so-far as the

dissidents remain out of sympathy with the ruling party are

wholly dive. The Avoidance of Discrimination Act made

possible to organise a political party on tribal, religious or

other discriminatory lines. Pol ical parties were to be

permitted 0 if their appeal was national The result of this

measure was to merge all the small religious and tribal parties

with the NLM in one opposition United Party. The political battle

was now to be fought between two major national paT'ties, the C.P.P.

and the U.P. In a country where most governmental acts are

suspect on the ground that they favour one tribe or the other this

was a measure which reduced some of the inherent tensions and made

it possible to develop a national identity.

The influence of the Preventive Detention Act was not so benign.

It was an Act which gave Government the power to detain for a

period up to five years persons suspected of acting in a manner

prejudical to the security of the State. It operated outside the

ambit of the judicial process. All that was required was a

statement by Government that was sa-tisfied ~chat the person

named was acting in the manner proscribed and he was detained.

I must confess that whatever attractions such a measure would

independently have to a ernment impat of opposit the
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men trained e law are sornet s so capt ed

the beauty of the legal rules themselves that they lose sight of

the broad j ect es the r u s are ended 'to serve. From s

I do not excuse myse A case arose out of an attempt a

small group of people eastern Ghana to secede from the state

at independence. There were troubles the area which

necessitated a d ertion of army, police and even c 1 serv e

personnel to the area to restore law and order. The alleged

leaders were tried the High Court and some of the accused

after a lengthy trial were convicted. On appeal they were set

ee not on the merits of the case but on one of those technical

procedural rules only lawyers understand. The dis lusion

ment the Court was profound. It was felt that judges were

incapable of appreciating threats to the secur of the state.

It was therefore no surprise when event Detention Act

was passed a matter of weeks after that decision.

The Government had already obtained power under the Deportation

Act to deport undesirable aliens. Amongst those first affected

by the Act were tW0 prominent West Africans with substantial

pol ical influence. The Government deported them as Nigerians

claimed they were Ghanaians. The Courts were deprived of the

opportunity pr-onounc Lng on the rival claims by the Government

sending the depcrtees out of the country while the case was

pending. Now it turned s attention to Ghanaians whose citizen-

ship was unquestioned For them the P.D.A. was the answer. At

first the Act was applied to a f ew people and the reasons for

the detention were given to the public. Attempts were made to

get the Government to substantiate these reasons but the Courts

interpreting the Act took the view that the wording made the

Government the sole authority to determine whether the person

ought to be detained or not. The test to apply to the reasons,

according to the Courts was subjective and need not be justified

As time went on more and more people were arrested under the

authority of the Act. There is no doubt that the powers under

the Act were abused But I shall have occasion to expand upon

that La t er .

July 1960, saw the birth of the Republic of Ghana. As indicated

ear Nkrumah had seized the opportu offered the boycott
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provisions considered fundamental were made subject to amendment

only after a referendum. Otherwise the rest could be amended by

a simple majority Parliament. The Constitution posited a

esident with complete execut e powers. Having regard to the

strength of his party in Parliament and the dominant role he

played ln the party, Nkrumah s hold over the legislature was

almost as complete. The judicial power of the state was

reposed in a Supreme Court but its powers of declaring Acts of

Parliament invalid as contrary to the Constitution were strict

limited. fact proceedings were soon brought in Court to test

the legality of the PDA under it. Although there was no Bill of

Rights as such, the President upon assuming office had to make

a solemn declaration the terms of which were set out in the

Constitution. A part of the declaration stated the .President s

adherence to the fundamental principles that freedom and

just e should be honoured and maintained and that no person

should suffer discriminat on the ground of sex race tribe,

religion or political bel f. It was argued that detention under

the PDA fell feul of these principles and therefore the

confirmation of the Act was incompatible with the requirements ef

the President s solemnly declared faith under the Constitution.

The Court) however, accepted the contrary argument that the

declaration was not equivalent to a Bill of Rights but amounted

to a declaration of guiding principles which the President hoped

to rule by. It was no more than a declaration of intention wh h

the declarant may not be able to fulfil. The PDA continued.

It was not too long before Nkrumah had his clash with the

judiciary. In the last f e years of his presidency he was the

object of several assassination attempts. The f st of these

occured after a state visit to Upper Volta when a grenade was

thrown at him. He nar-r owLy escaped death or serious injury. F0

had one of his closest ministers, Adamafio his Foreign Minister,

Ako Adjei and the Secretary of the Par'ty, Cofie Crabbe arrested

under -the PDA for complie i~he assa s s Lon plot, They
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for months until several other grenadeswere kept

been

cus

and others en arrested actual

possessing and throwing these grenades. Then the Treason Tr s

began, The f st trial only those caught for possess

ion and throwing of bombs. They were conv ed. The next

trial brought Adamaf, Ako Adjei, Crabbe and others. The

tribunal consisted of the Chief Justice, Korsah, and two other

senior judges. The Court convicted some of the accused but

acquitted these three The result was explosive. Nkrumah

dismissed the Chief Justice, Under the Constitution he was

entitled to do that. The Chief Justice held off e at his

pleasure and on being relieved of his post became one of the

ordinary judges of the Supreme Court. Korsah decided to retire

from the judiciary at this stage and so did one other of his

colleagues on the tribunal' the third remained. Nkrumah now

sought power to dismiss all judges at pleasure, He already had

some control over the compos ion of the judic in that the

apnointment of judges were made by him on the advice of the

Chief Justice. Nothing bound him to accept the advice proferred

by the Chief Just e. Besides judges were Femovable by an

address in Parliament carried by a two~thirds majority. Nkrumah

at all times during his leadership of independent Ghana had more

than this majority, In the light of this it is difficult

to appreciate he felt he needed that power of dismissal.

Perhaps he felt that the condition for the removal of judges)

that the grounds be stated misbehaviour or infirmity of

body or mind was too onerous to fulfil at all times

He got his amendment to the Constitution and sacked a number of

judges holding office at the time including the third member

of the panel which gave the offending judgement, Other

constitutional amendments accompanied this the most significant

being the creation of Ghana as a one party state, This had been

talked about for some time as more suitable to our ways and

customs The idea of an opposition which developed from

Her Majesty's loyal opposition under the British constitution

had never gone down well, Our natural sensitivity to public

crit ism seems to be well above average So that at ts most

innocuous the objects of the opposition were ml tood. It

was difficult, however, to determine whether and the

opposition was pursuing its normal legitimate function or, as

the Government charged promoting an illegal cons s
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it s were often likened to sabotage if not outright

treason, h recent idents

opposition members and out of Parliament wero

free assoc

strengthened,

ed the case for the one party state was

By 1964 Ghana was a one party state. But s did not stop

the assassination attempts. There were others who were not

interested ln these attempts but thought that Nkrumah s

deposition by a military coup d'etat was the answer and had

begun working towards this end. Why was there the des e to

end Nkrumah's rule?

s reign was a period of great excitement Ghana. In

foreign affairs it was a period of the grand design which put

an liberation and political unity above ev else,

The Ghana-Guinea-Mali union was formed. Its break~up was not

due to a lack in des to see African united. Ghana was

always the fore ont of African affairs and made s

contribution frequently to world affairs generally. We

offered our troops for service in the Congo. We helped

refugees escape from the tyranny of South Africa after Sharpe

ville and Langa, We were sometimes accused of interfering with

African regimes we thought neo-colon list. We easily fell in

line with the world of non-alignment At home there was eat

economic and social activity. The multi~million dollar Volta

R er Project was build, So were factories to manufacture

import substitutes like jute bags for our cocoa shoes, textiles,

meat processing sugar even a gold refinery was started.

Education and health services were expanded several times over.

There was literally never a dull moment, But two factors joined

to destroy Nkrumah, The growing bitterness of a people cowed

by the P.D.A. into sullen silence over their grievances but

forced to sing the praises of a man which they did not feel.

The other factor was the collapse of his economic policies.

I take the economic factor first. Our factories were built with

suppliers credits mainly from Europe The thinking behind them

was that they should cater primarily for the Ghanaian market.

But this is small and therefore made for a higher cost ratio ln

their products Further the cost component was increased by the

that price of the foreign expertise found necess to
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enough to e the coming had to be offered. No comparable

enterprise Europe has this expend e to contend with.

Besides most of the factor s spec lised In products depending

on imported raw materials. was a failing In the planning

that the establishment of the factories was not accompanied by a

pr-ogr-amme to gr-ow the T' a "'7 materials locally, Kenaf could be

grown to feed our jute bag factory we continued to rely on

imported jute. We had not the cattle for our meat processing

plant and consequently not the hide for our shoe factory. The

proliferation of textile mills all depended on cotton from abroad

The items making for a high unit cost of our products were many.

One solut was to impose a stiff tariff barrier against

competing foreign products The Ghanaian, however, has a very

refined taste developed during the period when he could obtain the

best from a wide field of choice. He either totally rejected

the product because it was made locally and he had no other

substitute or bought the smuggled equivalent whi.c h was often

obtained through neighbouring Togo at comparative I le

extra cost. The factories were not going to pay their way for a

long time. To this was added the biggest blow of all. The

development planning, the repayment for the cred 5, the whole

economic thinking was based on a calculation of the world

price of Cocoa remaining stabilised at a reasonably high level.

At one time cocoa was over £400 a ton. Towards the end of

Nkrumah's career the price had nose-dived to around £90 a ton

Nobody could understand why there was over this brief period of

time such an extreme siving in price of the very same commodity.

No wonder Nkrumah thought of it as an imperialist plot to destroy

him.

The upshot of all this was that Ghana in the later years of

Nkrumah developed a chr-on i.c foreign exchange condition from whi.ch

it is still yet to recover. Goods which the Ghanaian had come

to regard as essential, sugar milk, soap were unobtainable

the country. Whenever a small consignment arr ed long queues

i:A7ere formed for a rationed. hand out of the commod The cost

of living rose steeply as hoarders and black-marketeers made

their quick profit from the people s misfortune In the

tances Nkrumah G sense of priorities was seriou
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more millions ign exchange were being used the

bui ing of the latest type frigate could serve no us 1

Durpose other than satisfy Ghana s ea national prestige.

The overwhelming major of the people would by now gladly

sacrifice the glory for food~ Because of the assassination

attempts Nkrumah was keeping very much indocrs and it seemed as

through this withdrawal he had lost complete touch with the

people. Their voices any case could hardly be raised in

protest for fear of detention under the P.D,A. which had by

now became an strument of terror

quest~~,",~~

11 be led that the Courts had declared that the

Government need not justify the reasons holding a person

under the Act. After that there was no real check on its

operation. Even at the beginning when under one of s

provisions the reasons for detention were served on the person

detained within days of arrest in order to afford him an

opportunity to answer the charge, these reasons were couched In

such vague terms that was impossible to meet the allegations

involved in them by concrete evidence to the contrary While

the names of detainees had been published in the official Gazette

the Government had felt itself under an Obligation to state

pUblicly the reasons for each batch of detentions. But as the

numbers grew larger publication of the names ceased the

pUblic statement of the reasons for detention stopped.

Eventually even that formal compliance with the Act that the

reasons be given to the detainee himself upon detention was aban

doned. This last requirement if intended as a safeguard

against improper detentions had failed to achieve that aim.

The defence of the detainee was sent to no other person than the

one who ordered the detention, It was never known to have

altered a decision The Act had provided that the maXlmum term of

detention should be 5 years. This period was invariably inter

preted as the minimum standard period, Some who made the 5 years

had fresh orders made against them. To illustrate the po I

give just one example. Queen Elizabeth of England visited

Ghana in 1961. Just before her visit it was thought as a

s y measure that all hardened criminals Should be rounded up



and kept custody during her Ale number of

ex~conv s) some had served the terms c es

unconnected violence of any sort were arrested and

detained, Queen Elizabeth s visit did not last more than ee

weeks. At the time Nkrumah was dismissed 1966) most of these

detainees were still detention. The Act in the end was no

more a secur measure had simply become an instrument for

getting rid of anyone you did not like, whether politically or

personally, that is if you were in power, Under its regime free

expression of opinion was impossible, A person could speak his

mind only to his most trusted friends and even then in undertones.

The grimness of the application of the Act can be measured by the

fact that often stories came out that some detainees were

deliberately kept in conditions far worse than the ordinary

convict prisoner whose guilt had been determined openly by the

Courts, Dr. Danquah lawyer, philosopher, 1NTiter and a pol ieal

opponent of Nkrumah died under horrible conditions in detention.

Twice s career Nkrumah had introduced draconian measures

in a budget and then immediately left the country to sort itself

out in his absence. He did that 1961. Then there was nothing

more than labour unrest followed by some detentions on his return

He did again in 1966 when he left the nation reeling from the

shock of his latest financ measures on his peace ssion to

Hanoi He never got there. Just before he reached Peking on the

way the Military with the assistance of the pOlice strUCk. He

was no more President of Ghana. He lived most of his remaining

days in Guinea, whether always as co esident of that country

or not is not quite clear. Outside there was a sharp division

of opinion over the propriety of the Coup. In Ghana the verdict

was virtually unanimous. It was one of profound relief.

I have snent so much time on Nkrumah s relgn because of its great

importance in laying the foundation of what is Ghana today and

becaus~ it determined the course of all that has taken place since

Of Ghana s fifteen years of independence, his presence at the helm

of affairs had dominated nlne years Fears of his return though

diminishing with time were to influence the next three. In any

case events since his deposition have been largely determined by

whether the Government ln power is opposed to or sympathetic

towards his pOlicies
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Earlier I mentioned the State of at independence

the period

sat ion of our statutes -

the object of expedit

~U~"jMeS took placestructural

upon a scheme of mo

cr~'''~'j~l procedure was simpl ied

tr s and providing a more rational framework for decision,

This was a to the good but in the limited sphere of securi~y

cases as we have already seen things were so oversimplified as

to lose the protection which procedures are supposed to pr-ov i.d e .

Some refoT'ms which had been advocated without success in England

for years, for example, in the law of consideration in contT'act,

were brought into being without much difficulty. Laws fashion~

able in a modern society like those of the professions,

copyright merchant shipping and exchange control, were enacted~

But perhaps the most significant advance was the elevation of our

customary law to its T'ightful place as laid wh i.ch ought to be so

recognised and not merely be taken as hitherto as a fact on

evidence ought to be heaT'd our own courts, The previous

situation was a blemish on our national honour which had to be

removed, On the other side of the picture, one finds us still

with the dual jud ial system with lawyers kept out of the

local courts, The Chiefs who had been offered the unique

opportun of stating for their time and for posterity what the

customary laws of their people were declined to oblige,

The law was reformed at terrific speed whenever the need for any

particular legislation was acute felt but there was no order

conception of law T'eform, It was left to the first MilitaT'y

regime to unify the system of judicial administration under a

Chief Justice with the right of parties to have legal representa

tion in all courts, That regime also established a Law Reform

Commission assigned the duty of law reform on a continuing and

comprehensive basis, Even so the Commission is constituted by

part~time members and therefore moves more slowly than a £ull

time organisation would,

The Military regime saw its main task as reversing the economic

decline in the country and creating conditions for a democratic

participation in government, It operated under a Proclamation

which abolished the previous Constitution but continued all other

laws until they were specifically repealed by decree, was

both the legislative and executive authority in the country.

The judicial function was left to the Courts. The Proclamation

C.~~H~'-j no coristitu't Lona I guarantees" But an overall assessment



of the performance lS bound to concede to a much better

human s than s edecessor. Sev Acts of

Nkrumah s r eg vJere singled out and r-e pea Led 0 Amongst them

the notorious P.D.A. the Act which had set up a Spec 1

Divis of the High COUl'"t with Decul procedul'"es fol'" the

tl'"ial of persons charged with treason after the acquittal of

Adamafio Ako Adj ei and Crabbe. Incidentally those three had

after their acquittal been tried again Parliament having

nullified the acquittal by this Special Division and had

been duly convicted But some Acts not so innimical also went

the same way. The Avoidance of Discrimination Act for example,

which forbade the fOl'"mation of political parties on tribal,

religious or other sectarian lines was repealed. Apparently it

was understood as an Act directed by the C.P.P. against their

ODDonents and fell on that ground. No matter, its essential

job helDing forge the country together had already been done.

No party has been formed on the grounds proscribed since s

repeal. Anothel'" Act whose disappearance is difficult to justify

is one on land administration which had commuted the customary

tenures of land for monetary payments. By custom the lands of

some tribes are held by the Stool which lS Dersonified by the

Chief for the people that those now alive, those who have passed

on and those yet to come. Any member of the tribe may th the

consent of the Chief and elders take as much vacant land as he

can use for farming or other development purposes. And as long

as he continues to use the land he may call his. He lS

obliged to pay nothing for it. If a stranger to the

on the other hand, wants some land in the area for cultivation

he would have rented on a system which called upon him to pay

either a third or a half of the annual produce of the land to the

Chief as rent. Nkr-umah s Government had thought this unduly

severe and a restriction on land utilisation. So for the propor

tion of produce paid as rent it had SUbstituted a small cash pay~

ment per acre. Of course this was unpopular with the Chiefs and

their supporters Their voice prevailed after Nkrumah s ovel'"~

throw. The problem of land as a base for development was not

solved thereby and is still a matter of major concern to us The

prisons were emptied of the hordes of detainees under the P.D A

For a short period Nkrumah s ministers and party officials were

held in protective custody. But their position was kept under

constant review and they were released in groups as the country

stabilised after the Coup.
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ies at the time amongst Nkrumah s fol S was s last

ester who alone amongst s colleagues who were

denying knowledge of most Nkrumah's injustices, stoutly

proclaimed at one of the Commissions of Enquiry that he was a

Marxist Socialist and he joined Nkrumah s Government on that

ground, he remained a Marxist and had no regrets for his actions.

Not surprisingly he was one of the cleanest personalities to

come out of these enqu ies, A number of enquir s had been

set up to find out what really went on during the previous

reglme and at the same time to discredit its chief functionaries

most of whom had professed a socialism they did not practice,

In the economic sphere the Military reglme saw s duty as

cutting out the money consuming projects ich were br lng no

benef s 'to the country. Some factories and works wer-e shut dOI/Jn.

This saved money but at the cost of throwing a number of people

out of work. The conservative image of the military already

noticed in a marked shift from our previous position of non-align-

ment foreign affairs was further emphasised.

On the whole the period of the N.L.C. was not one of great

e initiatives. And it is understandable that there should

be this spect e reaction to Nkrumah's days. One important
• • 4-' .' they did take at home. They set about the job oflnll-lal:J.ve

Constitution making hTith some determination. And lS a r-emaz-k.-

able achievement and they followed this through unt they

voluntarily abdicated in favour of a civilian government, Within

the first few days of their taking over power they announced their

intention of handing over to a civilian government at the earliest

opportunity. This was followed by the appointment of a Constitu

tional Co~~ission to look into and make recommendations for the

new Constitution. A Centre for Civic Education was established to

educate the people about the civic duties and rights the

assumption being that Nkrumah s march to dictatorship had been

made possible by the lack of sufficient knowledge on the part of

the people on these matters Whether by accident or design

Nkrumah s old opponent and erstwhile University Professor, Kofi

Busia now returned to the country after a period in exile and got



j as the head of s Centre

his s

He used the pos lon to

to do s 1 t~"~Hh

itics were general banned in the cou

s were now having a field~day~ They were members of the

numerous Commissions of Enquiry, They represented Nkrumah s

officials who were being investigated at the Commissions and

they formed a sizeable segment of who the Constituent Assembly

of representatives of all recognized interests and bodies chosen

to draw up the Constitution. Their increased influence

national affa s was readily noticeable. And generally

are not noted for the radicalism.

The Const ion which emerged was a terribly long document

contained everything. If the 1960 Constitution had no 1 of

s, 8 had it drawn up in considerable detail. The

Const ion~makers seemed to have proceeded by the premise that

the happiness a people was determined by the content

their Constitution Not only did they pack everything into it,

they made sure that it would be difficult if not impossible to

change what they had put there. Parts of the Constitution were

not subject to amendment at all. Others could be amended only

publication of the proposal in the Gazette twelve months

before s introduction Parliament approval two s of

all the members of Parliament a dissolution of that Parliament

and approval by two-thirds of all the members of Parliament

elected to the new House. The simplest amendment could be taken

after s months from pUblication in the Gazette and approval by

two-thirds of all the members of Parliament. The Constitution~'

makers proceeded on a further premise, namely, that every problem

was capable of jUdicial resolution. Hence the Courts were given a

very prominent role under the Constitution and given power to

adjudicate over practically all disputes. Anybody who felt that

the Constitution was being breached could bring a suit before the

Supreme Court to have the question settled. If he did not have

funds for the action he was to be given legal aid for

This was the Constitution under which the civilian ernment led

Busia assumed power 1969. Although he and his supporters

had played the decisive role in the drafting and adoption of the

Constitution he was, soon after taking over the r s of 0 lce

ining both in Ghana and the United States that the
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Constitution gave too much eedom to the people and hamstrung

the That 1S s a po well-t But s

res s not be avo ed It seemed as

the document he and his supporters had thought of

s of the opponents the event of the latter

gain 0 to find too late when they were power,

had done it to themselves,

Nkrumah s Government was drawn mainly from the broad masses, Its

failing was attributed to the fact that these were a bunch of

ignoramuses, Busia s Government was drawn from the educated

elite, The claim to rule was based on the argument that the

educated were necessarily the repository of the knowledge to

solve all the nation s ills which the uneducated were hardly

fitted to cope with, They were the champions of democracy and

the exponents of clean government, If there is one lesson

which Busia s Government quickly Ghana it was that

professors do not have all the answers, the economic field

staggered from ineffective solution to ineffect lon

se still, they were arrogant about it, For public relations

they chose the most abrasive characters amongst them as spokesmen,

\tJithin months of assuming office they had lost the sympe t hy of

neighbouring ican countries by expelling aliens, some of whom

had resided 1n Ghana for decades at short notice, It was not

long before they clashed ln turn with the pUblic servants, the

judiciary, organized labour and th students From each of

these encounters they emerged with their image a sight more

battered than the last,

I shall take up your time only with the students. The Constitu

tion which the members of the Government had themselves helped

draft provided that upon assumption of office members of the

Government and of Parliament should declare their assets, The

object of this was to make it easier to check when they left

liJhether they had improperly used the office to make money.

Busia s Cov er-nme rrt had been in power for over a year without any

indication that they had or were going to declare their assets

vJhen 'the students questioned this, as students would their

leaders were hauled before Parliament sing 11 splertQc)ur

heavi reprimanded and t hr-eet eried wi.th imprisonment for contempt,
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Ghana rema close attached to

was the Government s favour e defence to

all the economic d iculties of the country on But

s soon began to wear thin, Our external debt position became

worse, The final crunch came when we started importing things

under open general licence, From the early sixties our

economic pos ion began to deteriorate Ghana imposed strict

restrict on imported goods, Commodit s could be imported

only under licence, The two disagreeable features of this

system were that it led to periodic shortages because the

licensing could somehow never be scheduled to ensure a continuous

of goods, And second licensing officers were liable

-to scale corruption, To meet this situat the Government

allowed practically all imports to be brought on open general

licence that is without spec ic licensing as hitherto, The

expectation was that the level of imports would be determined by

ordinary marke-t forces, \'Jhat the Government overlooked was that

a number of firms had large balances local currency with

to back any amount of orders, The most inessential comrnod~

s were ordered in increasingly large quant ies thus facing

the country with the problem of finding the foreign exchange to

meet the payments abroad From to December 1971 Ghana

apparently ordered $150 million worth of goods, Our external

balance position was so bad that we were not able to pay a single

do for these imports, To reverse the trend the Government

devalued the cedi by 45 per cent, imrnetiiately aft er' the Christmas

festivities which had been attended by the usual expenditure on

foreign luxury goods, The calculation, as one of the

Government s financial experts declared was that the cost of

living would rise by an average of 15 per cent. But as the

ordinary man had expected and could have foretold most comrnodit

ies shot up by 100 per cent or more, It was too serious a

miscalculation, The country did not care to continue any longer

und er- s Government of the all se On the 13th of January

s year the Military stepped aga overthrew the

c ilians Once more the litary set self the task of right~

ing t he wrong s of a civilian administration, Unlike t he previous

litary regime this new Government did not declare any intention
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were re~imposed, A number of old debts which to

vVJ!W!I,~,~sions of Enqu set up under the previous reg:Lme

were tainted with corruption were repudiated. s the

Gov declared a rescheduled period of payment This has

not been accepted by the cred or countries as the word,

I b e they are making efforts to the matter re

nocrC'l-r-iated

s Government s mes

s We at least

e is that Ghana

ours s

should

not

on ign a to do so, I a

our past has been ter ed a what we d

not manage to produce we could always way of a

r e and maize, a crops we can a

portion of our import is a mora

belief, there has developed a c disenchant

ment not only food aid but all aid. The message that

to develop c es en meant no more ord

commerc accommodation was flowing through

Often means tying the grant to the donor s market making it

ss e to take advantage of cheaper prices or better qual

same products elsewhere. Development s meant

ut isation of a substantial part of the money granted for

payment of experts from the donor countries, Sooner or later

erests on the loans become a heavy recurrent burden on the

developing country s budget The attitUde of this Military

Government therefore lS that we recognize our need aid but

we are going to take only where our own resources and maximum

s st 1 leaves us deficient. the agr sector the

self programme has eady start to show s icant

seem to be back non~a once more,

to take itiatives in Exploratory work is

being done to determine the viability of the factor s and works

s 1 eg a v
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